An easy way to give your employees
affordable access to a brand new car
Workplace Cars enables your employees to enjoy driving a brand new car for a
fraction of the cost. Our all-inclusive car leasing schemes are easy to implement and
encourage take-up of low CO2 emission cars, helping to boost your green credentials.
How it works
Workplace Cars offers employees an opportunity to upgrade their car and take advantage of the latest
models including those with low CO2 emissions, as well as offering the potential for significant savings.
Workplace Cars operates via salary sacrifice for Ultra Low Emission cars and can work alongside your
existing company car scheme.
We provide a fully-managed service, from scheme design through to implementation, with a free
comprehensive marketing package to maximise take-up and savings all round. Our scheme is fully HMRC
compliant and we can give you expert advice on minimising and mitigating risk.

Benefits for employees:

Our service at a glance:

99Enjoy easy access to a wide range of new cars.
99Easy budgeting with fixed costs.
99No hidden fees or deposits.
99Enjoy salary sacrifice savings with a ULE car.

fully-managed service including handling
99Aemployee
registrations and salary sacrifice/

Benefits for employers:

99

Fully HMRC compliant, with full support for
implementation.

99Scheme can be tailored to your company’s needs.
employer National Insurance savings on
99Enjoy
ULE cars.
99Helps attract, retain and motivate employees.
0800 612 6110
www.workplacecars.com
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salary deduction agreements and supplying
clear HR and payroll information to make it
as easy as possible for you

account manager to guide
99Ayoudesignated
through implementation and provide
ongoing support.

range of cars available, which can
99Abewide
tailored to meet your company’s aims, for

example to promote cars with low emissions.

advice on areas such as maternity
99Expert
leave, sabbaticals, tax credits and minimum
wage as well as straight-forward risk
mitigation for early leavers, giving you
peace of mind.

